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Presentation Notes
The brief for this paper, contained in the title,  is far too wide for one ½ hour session. However, it is useful to consider what the critical contribution of economics is to understanding the real world, and also to highlight the major shortcomings of the discipline.



OUTLINE 

What’s the Problem? 
What does Economics do? 
How does this help? 
Three examples 
Conclusions. 



THE PROBLEM 
Decline & fall of (agri)-economics 
 Falling student numbers & courses 
 Falling numbers of post-graduate students 
 Applied research opportunities either too pedestrian 

or too complex for rigour (& publications) 
 Rigour  ≠ Relevance  
Management = the future? But the science? 

ECONOMICS RULES OK?  
OR ECONOMICS IS MARGINAL & (SHOULD BE) 

MARGINALISED? 

Presenter
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Most of the world can be placed on a spectrum with the following two extremes:Economics Rules OK. We already know enough economics to be able to solve most of the major policy and market problems. “In the general equilibrium system, the content of the historical discipline of theoretical economics is practically exhausted” (Samuelson, 1947, p.8)). All we have to do is put the theory into practice. There is little serious evidence that this condition has altered in the last 50 years. The principal problems of commerce and policy are associated with misconceptions or ignorance of basic economics, or with mistakes about property rights or transactions costs and principle/agent (information asymmetry) problems, or are problems of distribution, and hence of justice and equity. The devil is in the detail.Economics is Marginal. Economics is a necessary evil or a malignant distraction. Get everything else right, and then make the necessary economics fit. Economics ignores too much that is obviously important, especially justice and equity. The devil is in the conception. 



WHAT DOES ECONOMICS DO? 
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We need to re-assess the fundamental capabilities and distinctive advantages offered by economics (Kay, 1993). Even more importantly, we need to be much more careful about how we represent economics within a more general systems of social behaviour, so that most people can find and live with a sensible position on the spectrum between those (few) who think economics is all that matters and those, apparently richer, possibly more thoughtful, and rather more numerous, who think it shouldn’t matter so much. This challenge, I believe, lies at the heart of the current Rural Economy and Land Use (RELU) programme, ESRC, 2003, with its justified emphasis on interdisciplinary research.The essence of economics is the balance between how to make a living and how to have a life - the balance between supply and demand



WHAT DOES ECONOMICS DO? 
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Which is essentially the same problem as for all living things - the twin problems of how to survive and how to replicate. In other words, human systems evolve, as do their natural ancestors.As Winter,1988, notes: “natural selection and evolution should not be viewed as concepts developed for the specific purposes of biology and possibly appropriable for the specific purposes of economics, but rather as elements of the framework of a new conceptual structure that biology, economics and the other social sciences can comfortably share.” (p 614).It has since been pointed out to me that Herbert Spencer, the Quaker philosopher of the 19th century, could be regarded as a founder of this basic idea (although it has antecedents in Adam Smith). However, as far as I can see, he did not discern the key difference between natural and social evolution.



WHAT DOES ECONOMICS DO? 
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These choices - which are always treated as anthropomorphic in economics, but seldom in ecology - only make sense when resources are limited - and generate the enormously powerful concepts of trade, specialisation, comparative advantage and opportunity cost as a result.The proposition that economic systems are evolutionary(Winter - Palgrave Dictionary of Economics) casts a rather different light on the conventional economic notion of competition. The correspondence between natural selection and competitive economic behaviour is well recognized in the joint development of ecological and economic models.  Both explain how natural systems, which do not care, nevertheless contrive to be prudent by default - Adam Smith’s invisible hand in a nutshell.  Treated as well-defined games, there is one optimum strategy. Both natural ecologies and competitive economies end up minimising purposive effort to best effect - by innovating better fits with a local environment that is partly their own making. Human economies might use more sophisticated tools, and appear to follow human rules, but the motives are essentially animal – survival and growth (consumption) and replication (income and profit, providing the wherewithal to continue growing).



WHAT DOES ECONOMICS DO? 
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We can picture the limited, finite resources (or ‘capitals’) as currently defined in the Sustainable Livelihoods framework now adopted by DfID, except that I prefer the identification of spatial capital (as the history or context and circumstance of where people and their resources are located) rather than the DfDI definition of financial capital - which is merely the means by which other capitals are transformed into flows of services and hence into each other.Even the basic evolutionary strategies are the same – in conditions of uncertainty, breed as fast and prolifically as possible and take no care of the offspring; in more secure conditions, limited reproduction and family care make more sense.  This representation has two very important implications:The richer are economies (however spatially defined) the more niches and the more species (communities) we can expect to find - the common idea that niche marketing can only occupy the periphery of an economy rather than its core maybe fundamentally misplaced - the whole of richer economies could be, even should be, made up of interlocking niches. Successful (and sustainable) economies, and ecologies, are niches all the way down. The climax condition of the naturally (rather than perfectly) competitive economy is monopolistic competition.  The apparent inefficiency of this market structure is merely an indication of the price we are willing to pay for being different, and being able to explore our individuality within the natural constraints of competition.  Level playing fields are not where it’s at. Marketing, with its emphasis on market segmentation and product differentiation is thus a natural extension of our primitive economic conceptions.The so-called behavioural equations which economists use to formalise this competition are NOT structural relationships - they are REDUCED FORMS, simply expressing the necessary conditions which are required to hold for a competitive (pareto optimal) equilibrium allocation of resources - see, especially, Makowski and Ostroy, 2001.  To pretend otherwise does economics no favours, and we should stop doing it.



WHAT DOES ECONOMICS DO? 
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But, human life is much more than simple animal survival and natural selection.  The world of perfect competition is indeed nasty, brutish and short, as marketing professionals and strategic business planners well know, and policy analysts and applied economists forget at their peril. Even so (viewing the competitive market as naturally competitive rather than perfectly competitive), there is no guarantee that the Pareto optimal outcome will be regarded as SOCIALLY optimum But 1 - who chooses?  Consumers, on the basis of income and wealth - the distribution of resources.  Consumption is all. The poor have little choice, and the rich too much to be sensible.Resources (wealth) becomes concentrated - accidents of innovation, timing and birth, aggravated by capitalism (as opposed to free markets) where trading capital stocks leads to shaving margins from the transfers.But 2 - the poor will do something about it, and the rich recognise that they will and do just enough to prevent the poor from doing too much.So we try to make our own rules about who lives and who dies - who gets to benefit and who is taxed on their benefits - rather than leave these decisions to the natural laws of survival of the fittest.  The long arm of the law is necessarily attached to Adam Smith’s invisible hand, if only to outlaw theft, establish and protect property rights, and enforce contracts.  This is the essence of human free will - it is useless to search for this within a single human mind.Governance is endogenous in the social evolutionary system. We evolve governance structures to make our collective decisions - which we typically call politics.



WHAT DOES ECONOMICS DO? 
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This representation provides a structure to social and natural sciences as they are employed in the pursuit of human happiness. It is my first answer to the question of the title.  This is one representation of how economics fits - the structures we observe.But it does NOT provide many clues as to how these structures are changed - of how the adapt, adjust and evolve through time.  It tells us nothing about the processes.Our institutions, the social codes, realities and authorities (North, 1990), are the manifestations of the ways we choose to do this – our governance structures.  These are, however, also subject to continual competition with each other, and thus subject to re-invention and adaptation in a blind pursuit of better fits.  Social science, if it is to make any difference, must be focused on providing insight to this blind pursuit.  How might social science more profitably pursue this ambition?



HOW DOES THIS HELP? 
Social Behaviour needs to reconcile private 
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In essence, we are balancing private and public interests, where each interacts with the other. We are driven by gilt (self-interest) , here represented by the simple Maslow heirarchy, 



HOW DOES THIS HELP? 
Social Behaviour needs to reconcile private  and public lives 
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and guilt (public interest), which may be simply gilt with a you in it, which I have to construct, since I can find no accepted social science definition of the public (collective) interest. Strange asserts that the goals of social (political) life are Wealth, Freedom, Justice, Security.  However, these seem to mix private and public ambitions and also to mix means with ends.Our human free will consists essentially in making this choice. And, the richer we become, the greater the scope and responsibility we have for this choice (Margolis, 1982).



HOW DOES THIS HELP? 
Social Behaviour needs to reconcile private and public lives: 
With Economics being very distinctly limited in its scope. 
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Contract (Markets) are not well equipped to satisfy these competing or complimentary goals and needs, as we would expect, since markets (I argue) are essentially animal rather than human - which is a major part of the discipline’s lack of appeal.



HOW DOES THIS HELP? 
Social Behaviour needs to reconcile private and public lives: 
With Economics being very distinctly limited in its scope. 
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We apparently need coercion to persuade us to follow more socially responsible and sustainable behaviours, - the predisposition to demand regulation in favour of market incentives to solve public good and externality problems, for instance, but coercion on its own cannot generate belongingness (inclusion).



HOW DOES THIS HELP? 
Social Behaviour needs to reconcile private and public lives: 
With Economics being very distinctly limited in its scope. 
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Conventions (of various forms) may help in providing for some inclusion - but not enough. This is the so-called Common Model - a mixture of free trade, universal franchise and democracy, and common law.  I suggest that it is hardly surprising that it generates so much apathy and antipathy.No consent?  Is one cross on one piece of paper every four years or so a transaction system for genuine consent?  No, it will generate apathy and antipathy - and demands for a third way.According to this representation, the present common model, dominated by contract, convention and coercion, has no hope of achieving social harmony.  Dissatisfaction with both government and markets is obvious, and is illustrated here. The common model should be fragmenting and decaying as we speak.What are we missing?



HOW DOES THIS HELP? 
Social Behaviour needs to reconcile private and public lives: 
With Economics being very distinctly limited in its scope. 
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Hyami provides a compelling outline of the contrast between the governed market system (common model) and the community or village system, relying mostly on consent, which generates inclusion and belongingness, and more equity/justice?The common model in practice is still evolving. Markets are already learning that organizational survival and prosperity requires much more than simply convention, contract and coercion.  The fashionable notion of stake-holding means, if anything, that successful business requires the continued consent, if not commitment and care, of all involved in the market or policy chain, from raw material supplier through labour and capital owners and users to final consumers, both present and potential.  The final product is no longer, if it ever was, the only thing produced.  Ideas about the way the world might be and should be are also produced and sold, inevitably and necessarily packaged with the products, and with their production and transaction processes. It is these ideas that provide the basis for trust (or not) that commerce (or government) are behaving themselves, being socially as well as privately responsible. The rules by which business governs itself are continually adapting and developing.  Multinationals can only get away with pursuing demonstrably anti-social practices and behaviours if they are allowed to by their customers and labour forces, as the Brent Spar and genetic engineering episodes well demonstrate.



HOW DOES THIS HELP? 
Social Behaviour needs to reconcile private and public lives: 
BUT some major institutions are MISSING: 
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Is it these transactions and negotiations systems which the popular or fashionable notions of third ways and stakeholders are supposed to capture?  If not, what on earth do these notions, and their associated popularity actually mean?I have, elsewhere, argued why these transaction systems might be thought of as primal or fundamental, and cannot spend time here rehearsing these arguments.



E.g. Management & Marketing 
Kay’s Corporate Success depends on: 

• Competitive Advantage of products: rare, 
inimitable, non-substitutable, valuable 

• Distinctive Capabilities of supply chain 
• Strategic assets (patents, raw materials etc.) 
• Architecture - Charity? 
• Reputation -  Commitment & Care? 
• Innovative Capacity - Curiosity? 
• Corporate Success depends on harnessing these 

elements into  coherent and sustainable whole. 
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Kay’s other three distinctive capabilities echo the missing transactions: i) the network of relationships the firm has with its suppliers and customers, as well as the internal networks the firm uses to keep its parts and people working together and trusting each other (charity – the willingness to take the other’s point of view) which together Kay calls architecture; ii) reputation of the firm or chain, which is clearly of vital importance in signalling to the customer the quality and reliability of products (and the commitment and care taken over their provision); iii) innovative capacity, the curiosity and conversion, which is frequently and strongly associated with architecture, since it involves continual and accurate transmission of final customer requirements back up the marketing chain. Two important implications of this richer framework of competition follow for the food chain.



e.g. - the food chain (1) 
• Producers Strategic Asset:  Location = Originality 
• But requires: Innovation; Architecture;  Reputation 
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The originality of the final product is a package of the whole chain. It is useless to look for the value of organic foods, or for GMOs (for instance) through conventional science – their value lies in their originality, and the signals they incorporate (or not) from the missing transaction systems. Similarly, a brand is useless unless it is an accurate signal of these values.  Brands follow, not lead the development of the supply (marketing) chain.



e.g. - the food chain (2) 
• But, what about the power of the supermarkets, 

especially under free-trade? 
• Differentiation in food sector = speciality & 

bespoke service - not a supermarket 
• But a Super Market - franchised store space to craft 

local/specialist producer-retailer chains, with home 
cooking services? 

• Using the surviving distinctive capabilities of the 
supermarket - logistics, data accumulation & 
management, billing & inventory control? 

• Why not? 
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Data accumulation & management = marketing information and test marketing in spadesJust a thought - triggered by considering the real competition in the evolving food markets.  Why doesn’t this happen?  If it does - can our present economics or management science explain why? It is not enough to identify and specify why supermarkets have managed to hog the market - we have to analyse their fits with the social and political world and assess how they could become better - how they could become more socially sustainable (or why they might rather suddenly metamorphose or decay).



e.g.: The current ‘crisis’ 
 Capitalism -> divorces ownership from operation & 

deployment of (physical) capital 
 Capital markets are inherently in perpetual 

disequilibrium 
& are virtual rather than real 
& shave margins from transfers of ownership 
& enshrine the circularity of capital valuation 

(reflecting the endogeneity of the selection criteria) 
 Survival of the fattest, not the fittest,  
with no (limited) supply response to demand shifts 
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This process of socio-economic evolution works well enough for farm-work for markets for products, goods and services (current consumption). But capital markets – the markets in which the ownership of assets and stocks are exchanged – are different. They have no natural counterparts, and are an entirely human invention. The choices about which investments to make and which to postpone are critical – from physical plant and equipment, to R&D and institutional change – they determine our futures. As Lo observes, in making the case for an evolutionary approach to finance market behaviour (the adaptive markets hypothesis): “The extraordinary degree of competitiveness of global financial markets and the outsize rewards that accrue to the ‘fittest’ traders suggest that Darwinian selection – ‘survival of the richest’, to be precise – is at work in determining the typical profile of the successful trader. After all, unsuccessful traders are eventually eliminated from the population after suffering a certain level of losses.” Lo, Andrew W, 2008, "Efficient markets hypothesis." The New Palgrave Dictionary of Economics, Second Edition, Eds. Durlauf, S.N, and Blume L.E., Palgrave Macmillan. 



CONCLUSIONS 
 Economics is important,  
 But primitive - survival of the fittest - and we don’t tell it well. 
 And we decide, through our remaining transaction systems, 

what counts as socially responsible and sustainable, rather than 
simply commercially viable. 

 We need an integrating framework (Dahrendorf’s more 
common story) for our social sciences. 

 This is mine.  
WE SHOULD DROP THE AGRI FROM OUR TITLE 

AND PRACTICE CULTURAL ECONOMY 
 If you have a better story or framework, please tell me. 
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